
How to Have Rest & Fun 

Rest isn’t just sleep; it’s intentional relaxation -- choosing to cease or reduce specific tasks for a time 

to be refreshed with different, enjoyable activity – or just sitting. Effective rest involves doing nothing 

or appreciating, learning, or sharing something interesting or useful, taking time to reflect and grow, or cultivate relationships 

through activities and conversation. It requires giving attention to physical, mental, and spiritual needs with no guilt. Rest is vital; 

if we only work, collapse, sleep, get up and repeat, we’ll burn out, not enjoy life and be no fun to be around. 

It requires humility to admit we need rest. We hear little about humility, but it can make life better. Pride can work against our 

rest if it prompts us to buy a new car or bigger home when the current one is fine - requiring us to work a side job to pay for it. A 

bigger home is more to maintain; an impressive college is more expense. Yes, we work to pay bills, enjoy some conveniences 

and possessions. But are they worth taking a side job? Don’t just make a living; enjoy the people you’re making it for. Ask: “Are 

things out of balance? Should  other family members contribute more? Can I cut overhead, say by a cheaper car, smaller home, 

fewer vacations, less gifts to others? Can my teen work to cover some of his or her expenses?” If we push to impress others – 

or even ourselves -- with ‘things,’ we’ll need to work more, and rest will be less available. Despite all his power, Jesus rested. 

Matthew 5 records how He saw a needy crowd coming - but left! Why? He needed rest – and is a model for us, beyond the 

command to rest one day a week. God designed us and knows we’ll be happier and healthier with regular rest.  

Rest preventatively - prevent fatigue. Even if feeling rested, still plan regular ‘down time;’ don’t wait to burn out; schedule rest 

from the physical, relationship, mental and emotional demands which can produce fatigue. Consider:  

• Do you need to learn how to rest? Set a timer for 10 minutes. Sit; do nothing. When finished, don’t evaluate the outcome.

• Is there a household task you do often even though it’s not vital every week?

• Is there a difficult relationship you can let go? What would happen if you did?

• Take a day to just play; start with an hour if you find a whole day too difficult.

• Watching fish in an aquarium for 5 minutes decreases stress, anger, and fear, says neurobehavioral research.

• We’re most productive if we rest a few minutes hourly. Can you? Maybe pray for someone nearby to be wise and well?

Rest is so important that God prescribed a weekly day of it. Don’t wait until you’re so tired that you must take a break. Schedule 

rest as a priority, like haircuts, oil changes or other “important” things; you are important. Sufficient rest increases our life 

expectancy (physical) and enjoyment (emotions and spirit) of life. It enables us to have energy for important things and people. 

As you’ve chosen to read this, perhaps you’re concerned about a workaholic family member or personally feel a need for more 

rest. Good rest restores the whole person – all four areas  

Seven Areas Needing Rest 

1. Physical rest is perhaps the easiest to plan to nurture our body. Passive physical rest includes sleeping and napping, while

active physical rest means restorative activities such as exercise, stretching or massage that improve the body’s circulation

and flexibility. Reasonable wworkouts are good, not with too much weight or repetition. Yet sometimes we’ve rested for

some time, but still feel tired so don’t want to get up from the couch. If so, force yourself to walk around the block or vacuum

the home; get your metabolism going, a jump-start that can bring energy. Get in touch with your body and learn what’s best.

2. Mental rest Schedule short breaks throughout your workday; these breaks can remind you to slow down and be used to

change the focus to something mentally stimulating or fun, even for just a short period like playing an instrument or reading.

You might also keep a notepad by the bed to jot down thoughts that keep you awake.

3. Sensory rest from bright lights, computer screens, background noise and multiple conversations, whether in an office or on

Zoom; these can cause our senses to feel overwhelmed. This can be countered by doing something as simple as closing

your eyes for a minute throughout the day and unplugging from electronics at the end of every day.

4. Creative rest  is important for anyone who must solve problems or brainstorm new ideas. Creative rest reawakens the awe

and wonder inside us. Taking in the beauty of nature – looking out a window or at a park – or enjoying the arts.

5. Emotional rest is having time and space to freely express your feelings and cut back on people-pleasing. It requires

courage to be authentic about your limitations. Emotional rest makes us calmer and able to handle difficulties with clear



thinking and self-control by intentionally removing negative things from our life (like news, social media, or negative people), 

and seeking out upbeat music, comedies, friends who see the glass as half-full, and other soothing, positive things. 

6. Social rest differentiates between relationships that revive or exhaust us. To experience social rest, surround yourself with

positive, supportive people. If interactions are virtual, engage turn on your camera and focus on whom you’re speaking to.

7. Spiritual refreshment brings a deep sense of belonging, love, acceptance, and purpose. To receive this, engage in

something greater than yourself and add prayer or community to your routine. Unlike animals, humans have a desire to

worship: to appreciate, trust in and be part of something bigger than ourselves. It’s a relief (a form of rest), to know that we

can rely upon something else for hope, peace, and joy. Some worship something tangible like a football team, political

party, or possessions. Others feed the spirit by enjoying time with a group of friends of the same faith. Find what feeds your

spirit.

Prioritize Fun & Rest Much happiness can come from anticipating a positive experience, but it won’t happen unless fun is a 

priority. So, schedule fun, vacations, trying new things, etc. Carry through by inviting someone to join you or commit to 

something with a non-refundable deposit (you paid for it, so might as well do it!)  

Recruit the household. Ask each person at home if they get enough rest? enough fun with the family? Are they often tired or Is 

there little laughter? Share the goal to make rest and time together a priority. Ask for ideas to increase fun, maybe a game night, 

learning a new craft or cooking meals together. Turn on music, shut down the screens and enjoy each other. This active form of 

restoration can nourish each of you and strengthen your communication and family. 

But to have fun, you and your household need free time, available only through good time management. 

Looking for mislaid or forgotten items causes extra work and wasted time. It’s a red flag if you must often redo tasks or make 

extra trips. Time management get tasks done more easily, doing things the right way at the best time. This requires planning 

and trying different methods to build new habits. There are many options; research online, discuss and test options with your 

household. Make it fun; emphasize the benefits for all. Single? it should be easier to find methods that work for your needs.  

Some benefits of good time management: 

• Be known as reliable and good company as you do things well and by deadline, without drama.

• Improved relationships result when you meet deadlines and commitments, which gives others respect and care.

• Less stress, knowing that things will be done right and by deadline.

• More money by avoiding waste (e.g., buy things you have at home but can’t find), having time for a side job or to barter.

• Peace of mind as less disorganization and clutter improve the environment.

• Time and energy freed up for people, new opportunities and things that matter.

Get help  Perhaps you’re a caregiver in addition to serving the county. While it will initially take some time and effort, seek help 

of support groups such as Memory Café. Ask a church if it can help or drop the kids to its kids’ group. Does the school or 

alderman’s office have resources? Ask family to share responsibilities; if they can’t physically help, ask them to hire a babysitter 

or nurse’s aide. If they’re unwilling, pray to forgive them and pray for your strength.  

Remember: make rest a priority when you’re sleep-deprived, overly emotional, have a short fuse or unusual mood swings. 

When you’re not getting enough rest, slow down, reflect on the points in this and ask God to aid you in moving towards the right 

balance. Rest is His idea -- totally trustworthy – and easier when we have a long-term, eternal perspective, rather than focusing 

on tomorrow’s worries or yesterday’s regrets. For those who believe in an afterlife where all is provided and beautiful, with 

exciting new discoveries balanced with rest and perfect companionship, gaining ‘stuff’ in this life becomes less motivating and 

it’s easier to be content with less and rest without guilt and have in confidence in the future – and energy for fun! 
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